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After a break from their respected label
for a couple of years, Dutch avant-garde
fashion design duo Niels Klavers and
Astrid van Engelen made a spectacular
come back last fall winning the first
edition of the Dutch Fashion Awards.
The prestegeous international jury of
influential fashion buyers and talent scouts
voted unanimously for their jaw dropping
women’s collection inspired by the mill
stone collar, THE symbol of Holland’s
Golden Age. The ‘mill stone collar’
pleading technique, used both in its
literal form as well as in more abstracted
contemporary ways, is placed not only
around the neckline, but in various
parts of tops and dresses. Integrated
in the fabric this lush feature almost
functions as jewelry.
In the following months Niels and
Astrid developped their award winning
collection – which was thrown together
in less then three weeks – into a full blown
fall–winter 2008-2009 collection to be
presented to buyers and press during Paris
Fashion Week. Exciting times for Klavers
van Engelen, as well as for Dutch fashion,
because Niels and Astrid may very well
be our next national fashion pride.
Niels Klavers had already made quite
a name for himself after graduating from
the Rietveld academy in Amsterdam,
when he won the Grand Prix at the
International Fashion and Photography
Festival in Hyères, back in 1998.
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Astrid van Engelen, who was still studying
fashion design at the Rietveld academy
at the time, was called to his assistence
when all of a sudden the whole world
wanted a piece of his surreal tailoring.
Astrid and Niels turned out to be two of
an exceptional kind finding inspiration in
fashion-alien themes like a ball of paper
or the wind. Their couture creations turned
out to be highly collectible for fashion
afficionado’s around the globe and the
art world jumped to the occasion to add
fashion to their vocabulary.
The economic dip at the beginning
of this century forced the duo to put their
label on ice and work the commercial
and academic fashion field for a while.
The desire to do their own label however
kept lingering and in the summer of
2007 Niels and Astrid’ threw eachother
‘that look’ and instantly decided to make
a move and present new work at the
Arnhem Fashion Biennale.
Their time out turned out to be fruitful.
Without loosing their distinct autonomous
and conceptual edge, Klavers van Engelen
seems more elegant and wearable
the second time around. Taking a step
back enabled them to make this fabulous
leap forward. House of Orange is
proud to collaborate on the first press
images for the international launch of
Klavers van Engelen.
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